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AN INCREDIBLE UNABRIDGED AUDIO VALUE...OVER 30 HOURS ON ONLY THREE IPOD-
READY MP3 CDS!

On November 22, 1963, three shots rang out in Dallas, President Kennedy died, and the world changed.
What if you could change it back? Stephen King’s heart-stoppingly dramatic new novel is about a man who
travels back in time to prevent the JFK assassination.

Following his massively successful novel Under the Dome, King sweeps listeners back in time to another
moment—a real life moment—when everything went wrong: the JFK assassination. And he introduces
listeners to a character who has the power to change the course of history.

Jake Epping is a thirty-five-year-old high school English teacher in Lisbon Falls, Maine, who makes extra
money teaching adults in the GED program. He receives an essay from one of the students—a gruesome,
harrowing first person story about the night fifty years ago when his father came home and killed his mother,
his sister, and his brother with a hammer. Harry escaped with a smashed leg, as evidenced by his crooked
walk.

Not much later, Jake’s friend Al, who runs the local diner, divulges a secret: his storeroom is a portal to
1958. He enlists Jake on an insane—and insanely impossible—mission to try to prevent the Kennedy
assassination. So begins Jake’s new life as George Amberson and his new world of Elvis and JFK, of big
American cars and sock hops, of a troubled loner named Lee Harvey Oswald and a beautiful high school
librarian named Sadie Dunhill, who becomes the love of Jack’s life—a life that transgresses all the normal
rules of time.

A tribute to a simpler era and a devastating exercise in escalating suspense, 11/22/63 is Stephen King at his
epic best.
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From reader reviews:

Sam Grimes:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the water world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you might have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try issue that really opposite
from that. 1 activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
already been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love 11/22/63: A Novel, you can enjoy
both. It is good combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh can occur its
mind hangout people. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Ruth Ward:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to choose book
like comic, brief story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not seeking 11/22/63: A Novel that
give your enjoyment preference will be satisfied by simply reading this book. Reading habit all over the
world can be said as the means for people to know world far better then how they react towards the world. It
can't be explained constantly that reading habit only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who
wants to become success person. So , for every you who want to start studying as your good habit, you are
able to pick 11/22/63: A Novel become your own personal starter.

George Miller:

Do you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book store?
Try and pick one book that you never know the inside because don't evaluate book by its cover may doesn't
work at this point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the
outside appearance likes. Maybe you answer may be 11/22/63: A Novel why because the fantastic cover that
make you consider about the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is definitely fantastic
as the outside or maybe cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.

Shirley Eagle:

Many people spending their time by playing outside using friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV the whole day. You can have new activity to pay your whole day by reading through a book.
Ugh, you think reading a book can definitely hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It okay
you can have the e-book, delivering everywhere you want in your Touch screen phone. Like 11/22/63: A
Novel which is keeping the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's notice.
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